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A transnational network of university governance

In recent decades, we have witnessed a profound transformation of what is now 
commonly perceived to be a global university field (for example, Drori et al, 2012; 
Frank and Meyer, 2007). Universities are typically governed and financed within 
national systems of higher education and they differ widely in terms of type (for 
example, private or public) and funding structure. The governing, performance 
monitoring, and organisation of universities varies considerably locally yet follows 
global themes (Ramirez, 2010; Hedmo et al, 2006; Sahlin, 2013). Furthermore, the 
wider global university field is shaped by transnational networks and collaborative 
arenas of governance (see Beech, 2009; 2011; Maasen and Olsen, 2007; Ramirez, 
2012; Krücken and Meier, 2006): a growing number of transnational intermediary 
organisations form important arenas for actors from different countries that compare 
and assess universities, and form as well as translate ideas for how to manage universities 
and measure university performance (for example, Sahlin, 2013). This article focuses 
on the role and position of transnational intermediary organisations. Typically, those 
intermediary organisations are actively involved in transnational university governance 
without having formal access to or control over policy or governmental funding. 
Intermediaries can be placed, analytically, between those who aim to govern and 
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those who are governed. In this position, these organisations function as organisational 
bridges between these two different communities. This article conceptualises 
transnational intermediaries and provides systematic empirical evidence for the 
importance of intermediaries in the scaling up of collaborative governance. 

The growing importance and complexity of transnational governance has received 
increased scholarly attention during the last decade. Especially since the end of the 
cold war, the diversity of actors involved in global governance has increased, ranging 
from multinational corporations, professional associations, to non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs). These actors differ widely in terms of functions. Broadly 
speaking, they ‘create issues, set agendas, establish and implement rules or programs, and 
evaluate and/or adjudicate outcomes’ (Avant et al, 2010, 10). Moreover, transnational 
governance is highly organised (Drori et al, 2009, 17). Organisations have emerged 
and risen in both number and activity worldwide to the extent that our contemporary 
society has been described as ‘the organised society’ (Perrow, 1991; 2002; see also 
Meyer and Bromley, 2013). Particularly noteworthy is the continuous growth of 
international organisations (for example, Boli and Thomas, 1997; Drori et al, 2009). 
This is especially true for international non-governmental organisations, whose 
members largely comprise a mix of governmental units, corporations and NGOs 
and various nonprofit and voluntary associations (for example, Tallberg et al, 2013). 
Transnational governance also tends to be organised in the sense that the links and 
relations among those many and different organisations are largely organised in the 
form of transnational networks (Torfing, 2012; Marcussen and Torfing, 2007). 

Transnational networks transcend national boundaries, even if governmental bodies 
and intergovernmental bodies constitute important parts of those networks. A defining 
characteristic of transnational networks is, as argued by Djelic and Sahlin (2011), the 
blurring of the distinction between national and international, governmental and 
non-governmental, public and private. This blurring of boundaries between sectors 
was identified by Stoker (1998) who identified as a defining characteristic for our 
understanding of governance, as there is a ‘baseline agreement that governance refers to 
the development of governing styles in which boundaries between and within public 
and private sectors have become blurred’ (Stoker, 1998, 17). In this way, transnational 
networks form core parts of a mode of governance that relies on mechanisms not 
directly associated with state authority or sanctioning power (see also Risse, 2012). 
Not only actors and organisational boundaries, but also modes and mechanisms of 
governing tend to be blurred and to rely on combinations of authorities. Such modes 
of governance have been shown to follow complex patterns of an interplay between 
soft and hard law (Mörth, 2004) and between ideational norms and financial measures 
(Avant et al, 2010; Finnemore and Sikkink, 1998), and of the linking between rules, 
to each other, to organising and to expertise (Djelic and Sahlin-Andersson 2006). 

In this article we used a web-crawler technique to map transnational intermediaries 
concerned with higher education and research, and their linkages with each other. We 
created an original data set of more than 400 intermediary organisations active in the 
global university field during 2014. Based on network analysis of these data, we argue 
that these transnational intermediaries form an organised field of their own, where 
actors are attuned to and interact with each other based on a shared understanding 
of the field, its rules and actors as well as agreement among the actors of what is at 
stake. This implies that they together perform important roles in the travelling and 
translation of global themes for how to govern and define universities, and that they 
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are crucial for the scaling up of transnational collaborative governance. Against the 
backdrop of existing literature, the broader purpose of our analysis is to open up an 
agenda for the future study of fields of transnational intermediaries.

The remainder of this article proceeds as follows. The ensuing section develops 
a conceptualisation of intermediary organisations. The following section briefly 
describes the globalised university landscape and the importance of and interactions 
between transnational intermediaries by drawing on previous studies about the 
globalised university field. We then present the analytical framework of organised fields, 
followed by an account of the methods applied in this project, and the empirical results. 
The concluding section expands on the broader implications of our empirical results 
for existing research on transnational networks and future research on intermediaries 
in collaborative governance.

Transnational intermediaries

Previous studies have highlighted a large array of normative and ideational functions 
of different types international organisations, pertaining to the diffusion of norms 
and ideas (Boli and Thomas, 1997; 1999; Finnemore, 1993; Finnemore and Sikkink, 
1998; Reuter et al, 2014; Marcussen, 2000; 2004; Brunsson and Jacobsson 2000). 
International organisations largely reflect what is happening in a particular field, but 
they also shape and disseminate ideas and conceptualisations, establish and strengthen 
core institutions and they are important meeting places of the field. John Meyer has 
used the term ‘others’ to describe the features and functions of these organisations, 
paving the way for research on such organisations and their role in processes of idea 
circulation and transnational governance:

Others, in this scheme loosely derived from George Herbert Mead, do not 
take action responsibility for organisational behavior and outcomes. They 
discuss, interpret, advise, suggest, codify, and sometimes pronounce and 
legislate. They develop, promulgate, and certify some ideas as proper reforms, 
and ignore and stigmatise other ideas. Who are these Others, and why are 
there so many of them, out there in the modern organisational environment? 
(Meyer, 1996, 244) 

Subsequent studies built on Meyer’s distinction and focused on those kinds of ‘other- 
organisations’ and on their role in transnational governance, and in the circulation of 
ideas. Terminology, however, has shifted. Such organisations have been termed ‘carriers’, 
in analyses of how they promote and circulate management ideas (Sahlin-Andersson 
and Engwall, 2002), and ‘editors’, in analyses of how they not only promulgate, certify 
and circulate ideas, but also how they edit those ideas as they circulate them (Sahlin-
Andersson, 1996; Sahlin and Wedlin, 2008). The role of such organisations in the 
transfer, translation and editorial work has also been noted in research on university 
governance (for example, Beech, 2011; Sahlin and Wedlin, 2008; Drori et al, 2012).

Terminologies differ, but a common result from the above cited studies is that 
organisations that circulate, edit and mediate ideas are important in the formation of 
organised fields and in governance. We conceive of such organisations as intermediary 
organisations. The conceputalisation as intermediaries emphasises these organisations’ 
spanning function and their role in bringing together and scaling up collaborative 
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governance and networks (for a similar argument in global environmental governance, 
see Andonova and Mitchell, 2010).

Based on the previous research cited above, we argue that many transnational 
organisations play important roles as intermediaries: they develop ideas and norms; span 
organisational and national boundaries; and develop more globalised and rationalised 
cultures of university governance and university development. Through a better 
understanding of these organisations’ roles and relationships with each other as well 
as other actors we can understand the governance dynamics in the wider, globalised 
university field. Yet previous works have been predominantly qualitative case studies 
of specific actors, global themes, or the growth of international organisations, failing 
to provide systematic knowledge about who these actors are and how they are linked 
to each other. 

Intermediaries do not control or make ultimate decisions about policy, such as the 
allocation of resources or the shaping of legal frameworks. Neither do they possess the 
formal authority to compel compliance with different forms of regulatory systems. 
Rather, intermediaries function as organisational arenas in the transnational networks 
of university governance, bridging governing actors and governed institutions. 
Intermediary organisations also represent and develop various interests with stakes 
in the transnational governance network, that is, they are actors in their own interest 
and capacity. These interests may be rooted in the values or interests of the members 
or constituencies of the individual intermediary, yet intermediary organisations can 
also be expected to develop an interest in their own organisational survival, growth 
and position in the field. 

An old observation in organisation theory is that organisations tend to develop an 
interest in their own survival and growth (for example, Selznick, 1949), and stabilise 
and formalise over time. Studies of intermediary organisations in the particular area 
of business schools have clearly shown that such dynamics are at play and partly 
explain some of the recent expansion of evaluation and monitoring schemes (Hedmo, 
2004; Hedmo et al, 2006). These observations suggest that organisational activities 
and relations among intermediaries form important dynamics in the transnational 
governance of universities. Traditional examples of intermediaries in the university 
field are intergovernmental organisations; academic associations; assessing, ranking and 
accreditation agencies; think tanks, university networks and umbrella organisations 
consisting of, created by and for universities; and associations of industry, student and 
professional interests. These organisations are increasingly hybrid in their character 
as they cross and span different societal spheres and combine as well as merge those 
sector logics; that is, civil society, the private and public sectors (see Wijkström, 2011) 
and they also form boundary spanners across these societal sectors (see Hedmo and 
Sahlin-Andersson, 2006).

A global university landscape in transition 

Universities worldwide have been reorganised in terms of organisation and 
management, largely inspired by globally diffused ideas. Extended demands are put on 
higher education and research to contribute to policy and to innovation and growth. 
The latter are concepts that are increasingly used by many national governments. This 
development has analytically been described in terms of universities having become 
increasingly rationalised at the same time as they are being increasingly embedded 
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in society (for example, Ramirez, 2006; 2010; see also Maasen and Olsen, 2007). 
Global debates also show an increased demand for academic excellence, and ‘blue 
sky’ research, with intermediary organisations playing a crucial role for the diffusion 
of related ideas. We use these examples to illustrate that global themes and ideas on 
university governance are far from coherent and unidirectional. 

The described developments are global in scope, and indeed, one of the most 
important transformations of the entire landscape of higher education and research 
is its increased degree of transnationalisation. Universities have of course from the 
very beginning worked in a highly global context and partly also been governed 
and controlled by a global regulatory framework. Today, however, new global themes 
of organising, governing and performance measurements largely transform the 
conditions for research and higher education in a more systematic and profound 
way. The on-going transnationalisation of the university landscape is influenced by 
widely circulated themes. 

One such global theme that has evolved and circulated globally is that of university 
rankings. Studies of this global theme show the importance of a multitude of 
transnational intermediaries for spreading those ideas and ideals (see Sahlin, 2013). 
Rankings have come to be part of the broader frame of governance of universities 
and have at the same time spurred extensive organising efforts, among individual 
universities as well as among and between intermediary organisations. The spread of 
rankings have certainly been pursued by a multitude of interlinked intermediaries, 
and with this development intermediary organisations have developed links with 
each other. 

Field models in organisational analysis

In the previous sections, we referred to previous research showing that intermediary 
organisations are crucial in transnational governance networks. Apart from having close 
linkages with those aiming to govern and those who are governed, intermediaries 
are connected with each other in many different ways. They compete with each 
other, but also collaborate and they imitate each other. This leads us to expect that 
the importance of intermediary organisations is largely due to interlinkages among 
them. With such dense linkages among intermediaries, they can be expected to form 
a recognisable field of their own. 

What, then, is a field? How can it be conceptualised and mapped? Field models 
have a long history in the social sciences, although with slightly different emphasis 
in different traditions and disciplines (Lewin, 1951; Bourdieu, 1977; 1984; Meyer and 
Rowan, 1977; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). A more strategic approach to organised 
fields has recently been developed by Fligstein and McAdam (2011; 2012) in their 
work on ‘strategic action fields’. 

Following Martin’s (2003) and Mohr’s (2005) overviews of field models in social 
sciences, Djelic and Sahlin-Andersson (2006) noted that in practice, many studies 
tend to reduce fields to networks of actors and interactions. However, field models 
typically emphasise that fields involve structured patterns of interaction as well as a 
meaning dimension – common beliefs in the importance of certain activities and 
a mutual awareness of what is at stake. Moreover, as emphasised by DiMaggio and 
Powell (1983, 148) ‘The structure of an organisational field cannot be determined a 
priori but must be defined on the basis of empirical investigation.’

David Falk

David Falk

David Falk
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Building on this definition of a field, the following sections of this article analyse 
the field of transnational university governance intermediaries empirically. Our 
working hypothesis is that a large number of intermediary organisations is active in 
university governance, forming a recognisable organised field of their own, where 
the organisations are attuned to and interact with each other based on a shared 
understanding of this particular field, its rules and actors as well as a kind of agreement 
among the actors of what is at stake. Within this intense exchange, we also expect an 
active global circulation of norms, themes and ideas, with implications for national 
university systems and individual universities. 

The empirical study

To map the transnational intermediaries and their linkages with each other, we use 
an original web-crawler technique. Using this technique, we map the links between 
websites of intermediaries. Such links can indicate interactions as well as mutual 
awareness and referencing. Hence, mapping their connections encompasses both 
aspects of field models – meaning and interaction. 

To identify the population of intermediaries active in transnational university 
governance, we compiled a data set on organisations from a combination of sources. 
Our data collection strategy proceeded in several steps. To begin with, we derived data 
on 82 organisations defined as active in what is described as ‘higher education’ in the 
Yearbook of international organizations (Union of International Associations, 2014). The 
Yearbook is the largest and most encompassing catalogue of international organisations 
to date. The list of these 82 organisations encompasses active organisations that are 
not subsidiary or internal bodies of other international organisations. 

This catalogue, however, does not capture all the organisations active in global 
university governance that we are seeking. To identify the population of intermediaries, 
we therefore used the list of organisations identified through the Yearbook as a starting 
point for a second-level mapping that relied on an iterative combination of a web-
crawling technique and extensive manual data cleaning. Using this technique, we 
identified organisations through existing links on the web pages of the set of the 82 
already identified organisations (the so-called ‘seed’ organisations) to web pages of 
other organisations. This snowballing technique is based on the assumption that the 
links that the 82 ‘seed’ organisations provide on their web pages to other organisations’ 
web pages are indicators for interaction and recognition between these organisations, 
thereby identifying other relevant organisations in the population. We ran the web-
crawler and received a set of 19,795 domains referenced by the seed organisations. 

In order to reduce the amount of irrelevant domains that are characterised by weak 
recognition by other organisations in the field, a cut-off limit of at least four incoming 
links to the domain were used in order for a new organisation to be included in the 
material. This resulted in a total list of 2,915 web domains, for which the webpages 
were analysed for signs of any kind of intermediary function at transnational level. 
This list included domains owned by intermediaries and other organisations in the 
university field, that is, close to our target group, but the list also contained many 
domains belonging to other types of organisations and different forms of web services, 
such as Facebook and Google. We manually inspected and evaluated each of the 2,915 
candidate domains and kept only those 654 domains belonging to an organisation 
with a distinct relation to higher education or research and an indication of some 

David Falk
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kind of intermediary function. The purpose of the manual sorting and cleaning of 
the results yielded by the web-crawling technique was to arrive at a stable valid data 
set, while simultaneously ensuring a reliable data collection process.

This selection procedure obviously involved judgements regarding where to draw 
the boundary of the field; below we briefly describe how three such boundary 
considerations were handled. A first judgement concerned which organisations should 
be considered to be intermediaries. The majority of organisations on the list are 
the typical kinds of intermediary organisations as described above; they are actively 
involved in transnational university governance without having formal access to or 
control over the funds and legislation in the field. However, all relevant organisations 
are not single-purpose organisations, but many display a broad palette of functions, 
roles and activities. The decision was made to include all those organisations that clearly 
included intermediary functions in their presentations. This meant that the list also 
includes a limited number of organisations that primarily operate as research funding 
bodies, such as the British Council, Volkswagenstifung and  The German Foundation 
(DFG). These three organisations can also exemplify boundary judgements of a 
second type, namely which organisations to define as transnational. Here, our web-
crawling process was used as the selection criterion. As described above, we included 
in the field those intermediary organisations that on their website had at least four 
links with other organisations in the identified transnational field. A third boundary 
judgement prescribed which organisations should be considered as included in the 
field of transnational university governance, as opposed to other fields of society. In 
this respect, we excluded general domains, such as Facebook and Google, but also 
included some addresses that were not specific for university governance, such as the 
World Bank and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD). Although these latter international organisations are actively involved the 
university governance field, this is not their only or even primary field of interest as 
they are also active in other fields (see, for example, Marcussen, 2000; 2004; Avant 
et al, 2010).

In the final step of the data collection, we ran the web-crawler again for the 
654 domains of intermediary organisations to collect all references between these 
organisations and kept only those organisations whose webpages yield both out-
going and in-going references to and from other actors in the field. Furthermore, 
we increased the required number of ties to five or more and thus created a core 
set of 451 intermediary organisations, among which we were able to identify the 
pattern of linkages and the key players. This data collection strategy resulted in a 
networked population of intermediaries identified as the primary organisations of 
the transnational field of university governance.

The transnational field of intermediaries in university governance

This section presents the empirical results. We briefly describe the identified set of 
intermediaries and we present maps to display their mutual linkages. These maps, 
we argue depicts a core network of intermediaries within the field of transnational 
university governance.
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A variety of organisational types and sectors

A first finding is that the 451 intermediary organisations in our data set represent 
a variety of types and that their many constituents come from different sectors in 
society. In terms of legal and organisational form, most intermediaries are NGOs 
with voluntary membership. The members or other forms of constituents are 
primarily either governmental, public agencies or other state bodies or they come 
from civil society; including interest organisations such as student unions, professional 
associations, scholarly societies and trade unions. We have identified a few corporations 
as members, although this is not a major component in our material. We further 
find a smaller number of intergovernmental organisations and also nationally based 
organisations with clear transnational agendas. The intermediate organisations are 
largely hybrid in form as they span different societal sectors, for example, crossing 
the public–private divide or mediating between state and civil society.

The ‘Milky Way’ of intermediaries

The remainder of this section is confined to the mapping and analysis of the linkages 
among the identified intermediaries. More specifically, our analysis proceeds in 
three steps. First, we start with the population of 451 well-connected intermediary 
organisations with web links to other intermediaries on their webpages, where 
both organisations recognise each other. In total, 1,640 such bi-directional ties were 
identified within this system, where the size of the node in Figure 1 represents the total 
number of bi-directional ties for each node or organisation (the average number being 
7.27). As described above, the bi-directional links are seen to signify interactions and/
or mutual recognition between the intermediaries. Hence, we understand this network 
of nodes and ties to portray the core organisations in an organised transnational 
field of intermediaries. The field has no obvious single centre but instead a set of 
kept-together organisational constellations, illustrated in the stretched-out structure 
of the field with several more densely connected cores and some lesser but still well 
connected satellite organisations in the periphery (see Figure 1).2 
Our initial analysis indicates a field with a structure resembling a ‘Milky Way’ in view 
of the large number of organisations, the diversity in the field and to the intense mutual 
recognition among the transnationally active university intermediaries. The high 
number of salient nodes in the pattern illustrates the intensity of mutual recognition 
among the many organisations in the field. Further, the stretched-out character of 
the field is due to more complex patterns of recognition among the organisations 
affecting the internal field structure (see next section). 

Among the most recognised organisations in the field, we observe such organisations 
as the European University Association (EUA), the Academic Cooperation Association, 
but also an organisation like RePEc (Research Papers in Economics) run by scholars 
themselves serving as volunteers, and the World Bank (see also Appendix on core 
intermediaries). These examples illustrate well the spread and diverse character of the 
intermediaries involved in transnational university governance.



Figure 1: The ‘Milky Way’ of transnational university intermediaries

Nodes Intermediaries within the largest component (N = 451) 
Relations Bi-directional ties of intermediaries on the WWW (N = 1640) 
Node size Number of bi-directional ties (average degree = 7.27)
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The core of the field

The initial analysis (illustrated in Figure 1) contains all 451 organisations that had at 
least one bidirectional reference to another intermediary organisation. In a second step 
we decided to increase the required number of bidirectional links to other actors to 
five or more to enhance the likelihood to identify the core of the field. This new core 
of the field comprises 243 organisations and the stretched-out Milky Way character 
is sustained (see Figure 2).

In total, 1,208 bi-directional relations among these 243 core organisations were 
identified and the average number of ties has now increased to 9.94 ties (from earlier 
7.27). Each organisation thus has several links with others in the field. On the basis 
of this finding, we argue that these intermediary organisations recognise each other 
and can be expected to interact with each other. When it comes to the structure of 
the field, this core population of organisations remains stretched out in the same way 
as the field as a whole. 

A structure of inter-connected sub-clusters

In a third step we have visualised how the inter-organisational linkages are distributed 
throughout the field (see Figure 3). With this visual analysis we were able to identify 
four main clusters containing more densely related and linked organisations.



Figure 2: The core of the transnational field of university intermediaries
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In Figure 3, we can observe the very same 243 intermediaries also displayed in 
Figure 2, with the same number of ties (and an average of 9.94 ties per node). To 
enhance the analysis, we have, however, chosen to highlight the four potential clusters 
in the illustration and also add organisational labels for those of the core organisations 
that have 15 or more bi-directional ties, thus being even stronger recognised by the 
other intermediaries and potentially central organisations in the field (for lists of the 
most central intermediaries for each of the clusters, see Appendix).

Interestingly, we are able to identify fairly distinct features of each such cluster. 
To begin with, in the south-east/lower-right corner of the figure, we find a cluster 
where the organisations are centred around the European Union (EU). This is also 
the intermediary cluster with highest internal density with respect to the number of 
ties in-between organisations. We find a high degree of Brussels-based intermediaries 
at the very core of this cluster. Moreover, two of the other clusters contain a large 
number of organisations based in Europe, whereby one (north-east/upper-right 
corner) encompasses several organisations primarily based in Germany while the other 
(south-west/lower-left corner) instead is dominated by UK-based intermediaries. The 
fourth cluster, finally, resides in the north-west/upper-left corner of the illustration 
and contains a fair deal of organisations perhaps best described as ‘international’. In 
each of the clusters we are able to identify a number of intermediaries that are more 
central than the others and the multi-centred structure of the field is thus confirmed.
Yet, the four sub-clusters are linked with each other through many linkages and in 
addition through a handful of intermediaries that link with all four sub-clusters but are 
themselves rather positioned between them. Among them we find one organisation 
that stands out in the material and represent something like a mother-hub in the 
field, namely the World Bank. The World Bank has several different web pages and 



Figure 3: Four clusters in the transnational field of university governance
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web addresses for different parts or programmes of the organisation, and those were 
in the project technically merged manually as one single umbrella website for the 
continued analysis. This particular organisation exhibits a large number of ties with 
other actors in the field, as indicated by the sheer size of the node in the illustration 
(see Figure 3). What is more important, however, is that the World Bank cannot easily 
be subsumed into one or the other cluster through a denser set of ties with a particular 
cluster. Neither can the World Bank be said to serve as the centre of the field with its 
still polycentric character. The special position of the organisation as and interlinking 
node across the clusters in the field is, however, stable as it has more or less equally 
strong ties with members of all the four identified clusters and it is thus positioned 
in a unique in-between role potentially bridging the clusters.

Discussion and conclusions

This article uses the concept of intermediaries to direct our attention to the many 
organisations that populate the intermediate space between the many actors of the 
transnational governance field and between those who aim to govern and those who 
are governed. Intermediaries largely reflect what is happening in the field, but they 
also shape and disseminate ideas and conceptualisations, establish and strengthen 
institutions and they are important meeting places and boundary spanners of the 
field. This article takes the first steps in developing systematic knowledge on the 
roles and relations of such intermediary organisations, adding new knowledge about 
intermediary organisations and transnational networks of governance.

To begin with, our literature review showed the importance of intermediaries 
in disseminating global themes and ideas that shape policies and measures among 
governing bodies, universities and other research and higher education institutions. 
Furthermore, previous research has pointed to the expansion of intermediary 
organisations and their close linkages with each other, leading to the working 
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hypothesis that intermediaries form an organised field of their own. To examine this 
hypothesis empirically, we created a dataset of intermediaries through an original 
method that builds, first, on primary information on organisations in the Yearbook 
of international organizations, and, second, identifies web-links to other intermediaries 
through stepwise web-crawlings.

Our empirical analysis yielded three main findings. First, we found a surprisingly 
large number of intermediary organisations that operate in the transnational network 
of university governance. The organisations in our data come in different types and 
forms, and span various societal sectors, such as civil society and the public sector. Our 
second finding confirms the working hypothesis that intermediaries are closely linked 
with each other. We took these links to indicate mutual recognition and interaction 
among and between the intermediaries. In this respect, intermediary organisations 
form an organised field of their own. A third finding is that this field exhibits a 
multi-centred and stretched-out structure, which we refer to as a ‘Milky Way’ pattern.

When manually scrutinising all websites, we could confirm that most organisations 
in our dataset are exclusively working with intermediary functions; they evaluate, 
coordinate, observe and seek to influence policy. However, some are also funding 
research and performing research themselves, others are clearly operating nationally 
while some are only partly active in the wider university field. These organisations 
were included in our dataset as they have sub-domains or exhibit additional roles that 
more clearly address intermediary functions in the field of transnational university 
governance. 

A combination of continued web-crawlings and more qualitative cases studies of 
individual organisations and global themes will lead us to increased knowledge of 
the transnational field of intermediaries, their complex intra-organisational designs 
and, finally, also about their relations with other actors in transnational networks of 
governance. 

Within this transnational field of intermediaries we identified a number of clusters 
or groups of organisations, possibly explaining some of the elongated structure of 
the field. These clusters seem to be geographically determined. Within each of these 
clusters, we identified a number of organisations with a more central position than the 
others. Further research will address the question why this is so. Is it simply because 
it is easier to mingle with nearby friends or are there deeper and more meaningful 
differences between the clusters? Could it be that the different clusters actually are 
dealing with or prioritising different issues or do they have different views on certain 
questions?

One of the clusters was clearly centred around Brussels. In this cluster, organisations 
can be expected to have close interactions with the European Union (EU), and in 
fact may be dependent on the EU for resources, legitimacy and attention. This finding 
points to promising avenues for future research on the development of the European 
Union and its impact. What is important is that to enhance our understanding of 
intermediaries, future studies could investigate whether intermediaries strengthen 
the voice of researchers, universities and professional bodies vis-à-vis the EU and 
other political institutions. Furthermore, future research could examine when and 
how intermediaries rather form venues for influence of the European Union and 
other political bodies. Do intermediaries in other words contribute to an increased 
politicisation of the university field (see de Wilde and Zürn, 2012; Zürn et al, 2012)? 
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Interestingly, a number of organisations in central positions within the field appear, 
but without an obvious place in any of the identified clusters. They form nodes where 
sub-clusters of the field are interlinked. This observation indicates a potential structure 
of transnational governance sub-networks with dense regional clusters, embedded 
in and interlinked with other regional clusters. The European region is a special 
case – densely populated by intermediary organisations and many links among them.

This article provides a first glance of the field of transnational intermediaries active 
in the governance of universities, yet our inquiry is also characterised by limitations 
that point to potential future research. To begin with, the dataset may exhibit a 
European bias as the Yearbook of international organizations is Europe-based. We sought 
to control for this bias through the web-crawling and manual sorting of the lists. 
However, limitations in terms of mapping the hubs and well as the links between the 
organisations remain. The European bias in Yearbook could still have some importance. 
Another bias concerns language. We can, for example, assume a number of Asian 
organisations with non-English websites and references among themselves. Clearly 
these fall outside our data. Furthermore, we cannot see ties that may develop ‘under 
the radar’ and informally without being reflected in links on the websites. Moreover, 
certain organisations might rather link to their ‘preferred partners’ in the field only, 
while just writing the names of (or completely omit mentioning) organisations with 
which they do not share the same ideas or even are in conflict, thus running the risk of 
reducing the field to only the like-minded. If this would be carried out systematically 
throughout the field, even with a relevant original set of organisations to start with, 
it would result in several clusters in the relevant ‘web-crawler universe’ without any 
ties in-between the clusters. These limitations suggest that future research would 
need to develop with extended web-crawling combined with qualitative studies of 
individual organisations, clusters and global themes. 

We conclude by pointing at how our data set can be developed to explore four 
additional questions that follow from the cited literature on intermediaries, organised 
fields and transnational governance. First, previous studies have indicated an almost 
exponential growth of international non-governmental organisations, many of which 
we have defined to be pursuing intermediary functions. In subsequent work, we 
will be able to add more dynamic data to our dataset, most immediately by adding 
dates of when the different organisations in the field were founded. Second, studies 
of global governance have shown the multitude and diverse sets of actors involved 
in global governance. By coding our data according to type of actor and type of 
activities in which they involve, further empirical research will systematically show 
this diversity and also be able to map the hybridity of the field. Of specific interest 
will be to study the existing private–public links and overlaps in this particular 
field in more detail, not least related to ongoing discussions and research on the 
many aspects of privatisation of higher education and research. And last, one main 
background to this paper was our interest in global themes that permeate and shape 
university governance. Using the web-crawling technique, we have collected all 
material available at the official websites, which means that we can search for specific 
words, key phrases and particular references other than links to the domains of other 
organisations. Through the mapping and analysis of the conceptual patterns created 
by the tracking of such key terms and phrases and the trajectories of them throughout 
the field of transnational intermediaries, we can empirically map and more clearly 
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understand the emergence, circulation, clustering and travels of global themes in the 
transnational field of university governance.

Notes
1 We would like to thank David Falk and Sara Edvinsson at the Centre for Civil Society 
Studies at Stockholm School of Economics, and Tino Schöllhorn at University of 
Mannheim, for valuable research assistance.
2 The visual depiction of the data in this section is based on the Fruchterman-Reingold 
algorithm, which interprets a relation between two nodes as a force pulling these two nodes 
together. As nodes typically have many relations, they are pulled into various directions. 
The algorithm identifies the optimal solution where the different strengths are balanced. 
In a network that is characterised by many nodes and relations, more than one optimal 
solution may exist. Hence, each time the algorithm is started, solutions might differ. As 
there are different solutions, we do not visualise the data using Euclidean distances. Instead, 
the number of ties to get from one node to another node is a distance that is stable for 
all visualisations. For example, if two nodes are connected with each other, they are likely 
to be positioned in proximity to each other in each graph, but not necessarily with the 
exact same Euclidean distance. 
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Appendix: Core intermediaries in the field

Website and ‘centrality’

Cluster No 1: ‘Europe’ (top ten intermediaries)

European University Association eua.be 50
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International Association of Universities iau-aiu.net 37

Academic Cooperation Association aca-secretariat.be 32

Nuffic nuffic.nl 30

European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher 
Education

enqa.eu 28

European Association for International Education eaie.org 27

International Network for Quality Assurance 
Agencies in Higher Education

inqaahe.org 22

World Education Services wes.org 21

Observatory on Borderless Higher Education obhe.ac.uk 18

European Consortium for Accreditation ecaconsortium.net 16

Cluster No 2: ‘UK’ (top intermediaries)

British Council britishcouncil.org 38

Universities UK universitiesuk.ac.uk 18

The Higher Education Academy heacademy.ac.uk 16

The Association of Commonwealth Universities acu.ac.uk 14

Cluster No 3: ‘Germany’ (top intermediaries)

Max-Planck-Gesellschaft mpg.de 24

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft dfg.de 22

Informationsdienst Wissenschaft idw-online.de 18

Deutsches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung diw.de 17

Cluster No 4: ‘US etc’ (top intermediaries)

Institute of International Education iie.org 35

American Council on Education acenet.edu 26

EDUCAUSE educause.edu 20

Research Papers in Economics repec.org 19

NAFSA: Association of International Educators nafsa.org 18

Association of American Colleges & Universities aacu.org 18

Influential organisations without obvious cluster membership

World Bank worldbank.org 73

Deutsche Gesellschaft Für Internationale 
Zusammenarbeit

giz.de 22

Hochschulrektorenkonferenz hrk.de 18


